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In this note we present an elementary proof of the following result due to 
T. Kasai: for each alphabet Z there exists a context free grammar G such that 
for each context-free language K over Z a regular control set C can be found such 
that G controlled by C and operating in the leftmost fashion generates K. We 
prove an analogous result for type-O grammars and the family of recursively 
enumerable languages. 
In Kasai (1975) it is proved that for every alphabet 27 there exists a context- 
free grammar G such that for every context-free language K over Z a regular 
control set C can be found such that Lc(G ) = K.  Kasai calls such a grammar 
universal. We refer the reader to Kasai (1975) and Salomaa (1973) for back- 
ground material. 
In this note we show an elementary direct proof of this result and then, 
using the same technique we show that an analogous result holds for type-O 
grammars and recursively enumerable anguages. 
Let us have some definitions first. 
DEFINITION l. Let G = <VN, 27, P, S)  be a type-O grammar and let 
7r = ~ --~ ]3 be a production in G. Let x ~ (VN U Z) +. 
(1) If x is not of the form xl0~x ~with xl ,  x o ~ (V~ u Z)* then 7r(x) is not 
defined. 
(2) If x is of the form xl~x 2 then 7r(x) ~ {u[3v: x = uocv} and 7rlett(x) = 
{u~v: x ~- u~v and u E X*}. 
(3) If ~- is a sequence of productions from P then we define ~-(x) and 
~'left(x) as obvious extensions of 7r(x) and ~rleft(x). 
(4) If C is a set of sequences ofproductions from P then we defineLc(G) 
{y ~ X*: y E ~'(S) where ~- c C} and LZc(G) ~ {y  c Z*: y c "/'left(S) where ~- ~ C}. 
First we show a direct proof of the following result due to Kasai. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be a finite alphabet. There exists a context free grammar G 
such that for every context free language K over Z a regular control set Cx can 
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be found such that L~ctc(G) = K. Furthermore C x can be choosen to be of the form 
{vl ,..., vt}* where v a ,..., vt are words over the (names of) productions from G. 
Proof. Let 2: be a finite alphabet. Let G = ({0, 1, X, S}, 2J, P, S )  where P 
consists of the following productions: 
7r 0 = X--~ X0, 
"a" 1 = X- - -~  X1, 
~r~= 1-*X ,  
~3 = 0--* A, 
7r 4 = S -*  01, 
and for every a in KT, 7r, = X ~ a. 
Let K be a context free language, K C 2J*. 
Let H ~ ({A 1 , . . . ,A I} ,K  , R, U} be a context-free grammar such that 
L(H)  = K.  Let us assume that H is in Greibach Normal Form. We represent 
nonterminals d 1 ,..., A s in the form 01,001,..., 011 and we assume that A 1 = U. 
Let O be a production from R. 
(1) I f  p is of the form d i  --~ a with a in Kr then we set w(p) = %irr27ra. 
(2) I f  p is of the form A i--+ aA~IAj2 "" A~ with a in KT, m >~ 1 then 
we set w(p) = %~r2~rl~rJo~rq~r~m-l ""~rV?o'Tra . 
Now it should be clear to the reader that a production O in G is simulated 
in H by a sequence of productions w(p) in such a way that w(p) first "detects" 
the left-hand side of p (this is done by the sequence %qr2) and then builds 
up the representation f the right-hand side of p. This works because we consider 
only leftmost derivations in H. We leave to the reader the routine proof of the 
fact that if we set C K = {{~r4} L; {w(p): p c R}}* then L~cK(G) = L(H) = K. 
Hence the result holds. 
As a matter of fact we can apply the same simulation technique to prove 
an analogous result for recursively enumerable languages. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a finite alphabet. There exists a type-O grammar G 
such that for each recursively enumerable language K over Z a regular control 
set C~: can be found such that LcK(G ) = K. Furthermore CK can be choosen to be 
of the form {Vl ,... , vt}* where vl .... , vt are words over the (names of) productions 
from G. 
Proof. Let Z be a finite nonempty alphabet. 
Let G = ({0, 0, 1, 2, X}, 2J, PI S} where P consists of the following produc- 
tions: 
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~o = S- -~ 102, 
Zt" 1 = 10--~ O, 
"B" 2 ~ 00" - -~ O~ 
rr 3 = 02 --~ X, 
~ = O2 ~ A,  
~r 5 = ~2 ~ ~, 
7r 6 = O1 ~ O, 
Ir 7 = X ~ 1X,  
'~8 = X ~ OX, 
% = X-~ 2X,  
*qo = X --+ 2, 
and for every a in Vr ,  It. = X -~ a. 
Let K be a recursively enumerable language, K C 27". 
Let H ~ ({-//1 .... , A1} , 27, R, U)  be a type-O grammar such that L(H)  = K .  
(We set  {2t  1 . . . .  , Af} ~ F" r = V). We represent nonterminals A s ,..., Aj. in the 
form 102, 1022, 1032,..., 10s2 and we assume A 1 ----- U. 
Let p be a production from R. 
(1) I f  O is of the form Ai  --~ a with a e V r then we set 
= 
(2) I f  p is of the form Aq --. A~ --~ A with n ~> 2 then we set 
(3) If  p is of the form At  --+ A then we set 
w(p)  i--1 "/7"177" 2 7/" 4 • 
I f  p is of the form Ai ,  "." Ai,~ --~ Aj~ "" A~,, with n ) 2, m >/ 1 then (4) 
we set 
(5 )  
i l - -1 i 2 in_ 1 i~ Jl J~ 
~,)(p) ~ 7717F 2 7tsT~'67r 2 "WS"W 6 . . .  ,77"5,/7.6.77-2 "W57F6"~" 2 7737F7"5" 8 7r9~777F8 77' 9 
Jm-1 J,n "'" 'r7~rs ~rg~r7% ~ho- 
I f  p = A i--~ A31 "'" A3m with m >/ 1 then we set 
----- 77'177"2 7F3"h'7q78 77"97r7"W8 "~9 77"777"8 "ff97F77r8 7710 " 
Clearly one can restrict oneself to considering only type-O grammars with 
productions being of one of the above five types. It should be clear to the 
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reader that if we set CK = {{%} ~ {w(p): p e R))* then, indeed, LcK(G ) = K, 
and so the result holds. 
Since it is obvious that, for a regular set C, LZc(G) is context free if G is a 
context-free grammar and Lc(G) is recursively enumerable if G is a type-O 
grammar we have the following corollaries of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, 
respectively. 
COROLLARY l. For each finite alphabet X there exists a context-free grammar 
G such that {LcZ(G): C is regular) is identical to the class of context-free languages 
over ~. 
COROLLARY 2. For each finite alphabet X there exists a ype-O grammar G 
such that {Lc(G): C is regular} is identical to the class of recursively enumerable 
languages over S. 
Remarks. (1) The reader should notice that the restriction in the statement 
of Theorem 1 to L~cx(G) (rather than LcK(G)) is essential. Our proof works 
only because we were considering only the left-most derivations. Hence the 
question arises whether or not the statement of Theorem 1 remains true if 
one substitutes LZcx(G) by Lcx(G ). We conjecture that the answer is negative. 
(2) On the other hand, substituting L~cx(G) in place of Lcr<(G ) in the 
statement of Theorem 2 makes it obviously false. 
(3) In the proof of Theorem 2 we have essentially used erasing productions 
from grammar G. Such productions are not allowed in context sensitive gram- 
mars. Hence the question arises whether there exists a universal context 
sensitive grammar. We conjecture that the answer is negative. 1 
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